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Read Acts 9 verses 1- 19 Messsage www.Biblegteway.com
Do you remember leaving Primary School? All the lovely teachers and staff and all the scary big
people when you visited High School. I can still remember that day after all these years. Meeting
new people is scary at times when you’re not sure what is going to happen. New rules at High
School, new timetables and ways of moving about between lessons. Covid just makes it stranger –
more things to learn.
When the first disciples learned about Jesus it was just like Paul being able to see again, they
wanted to know more as they had something so special they could call their own. We now
understand more about religious tolerance and how to be considerate to others, this was not the
case then. Sadly we still tend to bunch all religions together and say they are the same – so sad.
People start wars and kill each other in the name of this religion or that – I don’t know any
mainstream faiths that teach you to kill.
When you’re searching out your faith you may have an experience like Paul, or you may simply find
peace and hope you cannot really describe. We all have a part of us we cannot explain – we call it
‘the soul’. I love Soul Music as it goes in deep. Search for www.last.fm so many good Christian Soul
singers.
https://youtu.be/h_Z0mlwcfD8 Such a surprise for Simon Cowell.
Life is such a twister – sometimes High and sometimes low, all still, then ‘bang’ it all goes bonkers.
You can hang onto your soul in the middle of the storms just like Paul and Luke did – just pray like
Paul did and God always answers your prayers – it may not be as you expect or as quick as you
want, but He does.
There is an old song “Count your blessings name them one by one”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hb4JBNDWhOA – I have tried – it gets impossible as there are
so many. Then look in the mirror and say “I am so beautiful and perfectly made – thank you God!”
Have a great June and just remember how wonderful you are and how you’re a work in progress –
that means you don’t have all the answers, but you can have fun learning and you will make
mistakes.
God bless you and the people you love.
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